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PHYSICS OBJECTIVES: SET #1



vary 144 INTRODUCTION AND MAIIIDIZICAL REVIEW

Science plays a significant role in shaping today's World events.
Phyaics t a basic seieace concerned with uaderetanding the nature of
physical realtty aad has, helped to make possible the techitological
changes oecwering in the world today. Prior to consider4ion of the
subject matt-sir, the tit should acquaint himeelf,iiith the methods
used by the physiqiat in developing concepts of "physical truth".
The otudout amot aso review some basic mathematics which are necessary
for an understanding of the material in this course.

1. es...ma

Specific

II° General

pacific

Tho eta ient will become familiar with the precedurem used
by Ws physicist in his investigations.

lewiThe student will explain in 25 words or leas what is
meant by a "law" in physics°

20-110 will list the six basic proc.dures of the "scientific
method" which have in general guided the'past activities
of the scientific worker and in ten words or less epecify
the one characteristic which, differentiates the "scientific
method" from the investigations of Aristotle's time.

3 edo will describe in 25 words or lose what is meant by a
"physical model" in physics and how"modele can change.

The student will be able to use the elements of algebra
and trigonometry in problem solving°

40liven a group of 10 problems involving simple linear
algebraic equations and calculations involving operations
with exponents, he shall solve the problems with 90%
accuracy in 20 minutes. A sample of the problems is
contained in the Sample Test Items shown below.

50-Without the aid of any reference material, the student
will define the meaning of the basic trigonometric
fractions, sine, cosine and tangent with relation to
a right triangle, define the Pythagorean theorem and
solve accurately 5 of 6 problems accurately in 20
minutes involving trigonometric functions and the use
of the Pythagorean theorem° A sample of the problem
is contained in the Sample Test Items shown below.

6..The student viii solve problems 10, 12, 14, 16, i8 209
229 329 42, 44, 46, 48 in Van Name, Chapter 1.



One
world ie
study of
normally

UNIT 2 whVISCRIBING NOTION

of the moat readily observed Olenomena in the physical

the motion of objects° It is appropriate to be the

Phyaien with an analysis of the simplest kind of motion

encountered.

I c General

Specific

Meeting

The atudelut will underatand the mearlinz of 4ie fundumettal

tams used in describing the motion of bodies°

10A.JThe student will donne the following ter me in 10 words

or lose for each term; displacement, speed, velocity,

acceleration.

2 °4e will distinguish between (a) scalar and vector
quantities (b) instantaneous and average speeds in
25 words or less for each of the pairs of terms°

31044ivan data of the position time history of a body in
motion, the student will be able to graph the data and
obtain from the graph values of the veloeity and
aeeeleration at any instant of time

II. General The student w$11 become familiar with the fundamental
algebraic operations with vectors°

Specific 4404tven 6 problems involving vector multiplication, vector
addition and vector aubtraetion, the studnnt will solve
ac curately 5 of the 6 problems without the use of any

reference material within 3C minutes°

III. Gland

Specific

IV° General

Specific

The student will know how to use the equatione of uniformly

as selerated motion.

'40410 student will solve problems k, 60 7,1, 9 in ilak Name,
CW.J41

The student will understand the application of the equations

of eonstant acceleration to falling bodies.

6ewThe student will in 50 words or less destribe
discovery about falling bodies and the significance of
his discovery in the history of scientific thought.

?.s The student will state the value of the acceleration of
gravity near the earth's surface°



UNIT FORCE AND MOTION

Deecription of Motion was presented in Unit 2. An understanding
of motion requiresInowing what produces motion initially, why some
bodies are accelerated and others not and what factors are involved in
the world around no that produce the physical phenomena we observe.

giastives

I. General The student will knot Newton4s 3 laws of motion.

Specific low The student will state in 50 words or less, Newton's
3 laws of section.

20mThe student will provide two examples illustrative of
each law by describing them in 10 words or leas Tor
each example, as they exist in hie physieal environment.

34410 will express Newton's 2nd law in the form of an equation.

404e will distinguish between (a) mama and weight, (b) grav-
itational mass and inertial mass in 25 words or less for
each pair of terms.

11. tura The student will know the basic quantities in the English
and metric systems of units.

Specific 5041te student will specify the units of mass, length and
time in the MItw System.

III. alma

Specifie

The student will understand the role of frictional forces
and how they affect motion.

6owThe student will state the two factars governing
the magnitude of frictional forces.

704he student will give three examples Of frictional
forces existing in his physical environment involving
the motion of bodies.

80The student will give three examples of frictional forces
existing in his phygUal environment in which the bodies
are not in motion.

9, ho student will describe in 10 words or less, the
meaning of static equilibrium.

3S
10. -The student will solve problems 13, 15. 20, 21, 33, 3k, in

Van Name, Chapter 2.

fl.. Without the use of any reference material, the student
will solve 8 out of 10 problems with 100% accuracy
within 30 minutes similar to those shown in Sample Test
/tees Shown below.



UNIT GIRUx,AR .......,ILajp2HOTIONAND aim T

Physical nature abounds with examples of bodies moving in circular
or naar circaar motion° The orbits of the earth and planets around
the nun and moon are very nearly circular; a convenient model of the atom
aesemes circular motion of electrons about a central nucleus. An under-
standing of circular motion is essential for the study of gravitation*

I* 2112Eal

Specific

II° General

Specific

eactives

The student will become familiar with the principles of
circular motion.

10-Mho student will, in 25 words or less, define uniform
circular motion and give three ezamples in hie physical
environment of uniform circularmetiono

204e willl, be able, to explain, ii 50 words or less, why
centripetal force is necessary for a body to move In

curved path and give two examples in hp% physical
environment of phenomena involving centripetal force*

"Nftne Student will be able to state in 10 words or lees,
the reLationehip between the centripetal acceleration
of a body undergoing uniform circular motion and the
velocity and radius of its patho

fte cti s4qt;lu ..41)44,tem e + 4144.94.1441 0 cori -carats.
The student will understand the relationship of circular
motion of heavenly bodies to gravitational. Oeflomenao

30'4 he student will, in 50 words or lees describe how
Newton related gravitational attraction between two
heavenly bodies to the circular orbital motion of
these bodies.

6008e will, in one sentence, be able to state Newton's
law of universal gravitation and write.an equation
representing this law.

7.-Me will give three examples of physical phenomena which
suggests gravitation to be a universal phenomena.

80-The student will, in 100 words or lees, describe the
Lord Cavendish experiment to evaluate the gravitational
constant and how it is used in calculating the mass of
the earth.

III, luma. The student will become familiar with the representation of
gravitational phenomena in terms of a gravitational "field".

Specific 9."The student will distinguish in 25 words or less "direct
contact forces" and "action at a distance forces."



Specific 100 'Given the equation for Newton's second law of motion

the student will derive the impulse-momentum relationship

within 5 minutes or less and without the use of anY

reference material.

IV. General

Specific

11-e .The student will in 25 words or less otate' the prinelple

of the conservation of linear momentum.

1204he student will in 100 words or less describe the

mechanics of rocket flight in terms of coaservation of

momentum.

The student will understand how collisions between inter-

acting bodies can be analyzed using conservition of

momentum principles.

130 -The student will in one or two sentences distinguish

between elastic and inelastic collisions -0.

14.. Energy and momentum are entirely independent concepts.

The student will give an example in 100 words or less

of two interacting bodies where momentum is conserved

but Kinetic energy is not.

15,sThe student will solve problems 169 179 18e 199 229 239

\ 390 k0 42, 43, 44, 52, 53, 54 . Chapter 2 . Van Name.

16.ftWithout the use of the textbook, the student will

solve 8 out of 10 problems with 10$ accuracy (in 30

minutes) similar to those shown in Sample Test Items

Section far this unit.

4:ra;mm-v-gzzzamta"szotirds2a1



UNIT 6 HEAT

One of the most obvious environmental phenomena relative to our
physical seneos u heat and cold. Histcricallys this subject has had
a very dramatic past and is linked very clouely with some problems in
the forefront of physico todayo The macroecopic point of view of heat
and thermal rhenemeae peed first to be explored to serve Ea a background
for the more complicated explanntion o2 heat in terms of the microscopic
etructure and behavior of matter which are treated in Unit 7o

I. General
616.1.111110#WW411

Specific

9.102Sgyea

The student will know the fundamentals of heat*

104he student will, in one or two sentences, distinguish
between temperature and heat.

204 will in 100 words or lams deacribe how temperature
scales are established and specify two temperature
scales used widely in both science and industryo

30411e will in one sentence state what is meant by the
specific heat of a substance.

4eThe student will solve problems 1, 2, 39 60 7 4. Van Name,
Chapter 30

II* General The student will know some fundamental concepts in thermodynamics°

Specific 5 4The student will in 50 words or lees, state what is
meant by the mechanical equivalent of heat and give its

i.umerieal value in metric units°

604The student will in 50 words or less, show how the
first law of thermodynamics is related to the
conservation of energy..

74,4-ale will in 50 words or less give tvo alternative
statements of the 2nd law of thermodynamicse

8041e will, in 25 words or lees, indicate the significance
of the 2nd law of thermodynamics in term:, of energy
oonversion:',

9 iThe student will solve problems 8, 9, 10t 13. Van Names
Chapter 30

3.00eWithout the use of a reference text, he will calve 6
out of 10 problems (with 100% accuracy in 30 minutes)
similar to those shown in Sample Test Its section for
this unito



2E12Pximiser9.4.0s.Ds
Thus fart we have been considering /awe and principles underlying

the more conspicuous behavior of bodies. The bodioe censiet of

microscopic orgregates of matter. Bowever, we ha7e not touched upole

the microscoDic properties of the asgresates themselves what they

are composed of, what their structure is and hoe their internel

character is related to their interactions with the external world.

It is necessary to look into the realm of molecules, the first step

in as miry/oration of tte microecopic univsrse

I. Geaeral

no

Specific

General

Specific

III. General

91gectives

The etudent will know some of the general propertiee of

matter.

to he student will specify the three states of matter and

vs one example of each°

20eThe student will, in 50 words or lose, distinguish

between elementst compounds, and aolutione.

3,04The student will in one sentence, state what is meant

by the coefficient of linear expansion.

k0 he student will, in one sentence, state what is meant

by the coefficient of volume expansion and give a general
equation relating the coefficient of linear expansion

41A.. to.eg 401-- g voivom t. roct,4sisor)fr

The student will understand the effect of heat on the

state of substances.

56.The student will define in one sentence each, what is

meant by the following terms: heat of ftsioa, heat of

vaporization, sublimation.

6004 Experimentally it has been determined that change of
state is dependent upon pressure. The student will
describe in 50 words or less, what is meant by pressure
and distinguish between absolute and gauge pressure.

70.4te will state, in 50 words or less, what is meant by

the critical point and the significance o the critical

point in the state of a substance.

The student will know the behavior of gases under the
influence of changing pressure, temperature and volume.

,=1,f1V44-



Specific 80.,The student will be able to in 100 words or less,

describe Boyles law and Charles law and how they are

combined to yield the ideal gees law,

9...The student will be able, in
hew the absolute temperature
elcper;mentally observed ac

eNpansion is easeatial
at 0° C.

50 words or less, elescribe
scale is derived ming the
that the coefiicient of
ly the same for all gases

100.&The student will so .ve problems 129 14 179 18e 20e

IV., General The etudent will know the tie ants of the loolecular

theory of matter and bow the kinetic theory of gases
deriVes from it.

Specific 1.104.The student will distinguish between atoms and woleculee.

12ewe student will in 25
meant by atomic weight
the fundamental atomic

words or less describe what is
and molecular weight ad how
weight unit is derived.

130.1 The student will in 25 words or less give the three

assumptions upon which the kinetic theory of fin is based.

140.4.he student will be able to describe in 100 words or

less, fo4=m04mgmeia=.470171.,2743;Mt bow the

ideal gas law is derived from the kinetic theory of

pages*

4itudent will describe in 25 words or let s? how

absolute sere is interpreted in terms of the kinetic

theory of gases.

16...Witheut the use of a reference test, the student will

solve 8 out of 10 problems (with 100% accuracy in 30
minutes) similar to those shown in 4ample Test Items

for this unit.



UNIT 8 . EMILICITY

Electrizal Phenomena is manifested all about us. A study of the
elements of electricity is essential to aa luzderatanding of thiscopect
of our universe.

C1/244iv°61

10 General The atudent will understand the bazic characteristics of
electrical charge.

Specific 1°. He will be able to de.evribo in 100 words or less two
°lassie experiments, demonstrated in class, to produee
negative and positive electrical charges and what the
mechanism is for the production of these chargee.

2.- He will be able to deoeribe in 100 words or lesa, the
two experiments leading to the specification of the
forces existing between charged particles in terms of
the magnitude of the charges and the distance separating
the charges. He will state this relationship in the
equation known as Coulomb's law.

3com. He will be able to explain, in one sentence, how a
charged object can attract an uncharged object.

40. He will describe in 100 words or less, the two general
methode for electrieally charging a body; by Onduction
and by induction.

II. Goat aj The student will understand what is meant by an electric MU,.

Specific

III. General

Specific

50... The student will describe in 25 words or lerm what
is meant by "electric field" and give the mathematical
expressions for electric field intensity.

He will draw a representation of n electric field
around a point charge, using the lines of force concept
and explain in one sentence the significance of the
direction of the lines and the spacing of the lines.

7.. Using the equations of electric field intensity and
Cou1ombee law, he will be able to calculate the magnitude
of the field intensity at any position in space due to
a given charge.

The student will understand Millikan's oil drop experiment
to determine the fundamental charge of electricity.

8.*. He will describe in 100 words or less,, Millikan'a
oil drop experiment and give the justification for
believing that electrical charges are multiples of
a minimum indivicAble charge



9e. Civea Coulomb's Force law and Newton's Gravitational
lawn the etudent will be able to show by calculations
that the gravitational force between two charged
particles are trivial in comparieon to the electrical
forces.

IV. General The student will know how the concepts of work and potential

energy are used in studying electrical phenomena and what is

meant by potential difference.

Specillo 106- The atudent will explain in 50 words or less what icy

meant by potential difference between two points in
an electric field, relatin& the potential difference
to the work done.in moving a unit charge in an electric
field.

llo He will specify in 30 wordo or less what an elactrft
volt is and how to convert energy expresecd in joules
to electron volt = and vice versa.

V. General The student will become acquainted with some of the principles
of electrical Carr nts.

Specific 12.- In 10 words or leosv student will explain what is
meant by electric current and what the unit of
electric current is.

13.- Student will dietinguishe in 25 words or less, between

14.mr. lelict.conductors and ineulatore. 10:

14.- He will in 2 to 3 eentences explain what is meant bpi' 6 c44'w"''
electrical resistance and how its numerical value
is related to the physical characterietics of conductors.

13 Student will explain in 25 words or leesv how the
current in a conductor del)ends upon the properties
of the conductor and the potential difference between

its ends.

160- The student will describe in 25 words or less how the
concept of work enters into electric currents.

17.- He will explain in 23 words or less, the relationship
between energy° work and power in eleetrical conductors.

18.- He will solve problems lv 29 31 49 9 119 129 13© 149 15
Van Name, Ch. 4.

19. Without the use of the textbookv student will solve 8
out of 10 problems (with 100% accuracy in 30 minutes)
similar to those shown in Sample Test Items section
of this unit.



UNIT 9 - MAGNETISM

Electric cbarges in motion produce forces which are considerably

different from those existing when the charges are stationary* Perces

that come into 'being when electric currents are brought near one another

are called magnetic forces* The familiar "magnet" with its capability

for attracting iron °tints is shown to be but one aspect of the whole

subject of dessetisms which more properly should be referred to es

electromagnetisme

Io General.

Specific

Aleictitves

The student will know the fundamental characteristics of

magnetic phenomena*

Lelehe student will in 100 words or Loess give three

meamples of magnetic phenomena egisting in his

physical environment*

2. h+ atudent will in 50 words or /sass describe
Oersted's experiment and what it demonstrated*

3 mae will draw a representation of a magnetic field

using lines of force concept and explain in 25 words

or less the significance of the direction of the lines

and the speeing of the lines* He will be able to do

this ler three geometries; a bar magnets a straight

current carrying wires and a loop current carrying wire*

4,40.EG will describe in 25 words or less 1115Beic inpetiou
awd how it is used in defining the stloang0. of a agnetic

544n R5 words or lea student should explain what is

meant by magnetic flux*

II. General The studelit will know the principles used in ealculating

th4, value of the magnetic induction due to a current*

Specific

General

64. 414 student will describe qualitatively in 50 word
or least the procedure used in deriving the BioteSavart
law and,how it is used in determining the m4gWic
induCtion around any electric current.

74-Che student will state in 25 words or less the right

hand ru.le for dletermining the direction of the magnetic

field around a current carrying wire.

The et dent will know the behavior of charged particles in

nagmetic fields*



Specific 80-Given the equation for the force on a wire carrying
a current in a magnetic field he will be able to derive

the equation for the force on a charged prticle in
a magnetic field.

94-He will in 50 words or less descriln qualitatively
the operating principle of the electric wotor,

IV. Genera_ The student will know the principle of electromaoetio
s,AU.WVA,1,4.40

induction

Specific 1.0 The student will in 25 words or less, aescribe how
electric fields can be produced by relative motion
between a magnetic material and a wire loopo

114-,He will state, in one sentence/ Faraday's law for
electromagnetic indp.ction and show by an equation how
the potential difference generated in a wire loop is

related to the time rate of change of the magnetic
flux through it4

120.The student will in 2 to 3 sentences describe electromotive

force and the principles of electric generation.

13*,4Ie will solve problems 18, 190 20, 210 220 23, 49, 500 51 -

Van Vame, Chapter 4.

146-ithout use of reference material/ he will solve 8 out

of 10 problems (with 100% accuracy in 30 minutes) similar

to those shown in Sample Test Items,



UNIT 10 6. VIBRATIONS AND WAVES

The physicat environment abounds with examples of waves and
vibrating bodies; he two being similar in several essential mpects,
In both, a particaar motion repeats itself at revalar intervals, th:4:
motion representing the continuous conversion of potential energy to
kinetic enerGy and backu An analysis of vibrations wav- 400O3-
eary to maderstand some obvimts pheaomena in our environneat a.1*,14
unsoful la proparing.te for an understanding of soma of the leading
problems in modern physicso

91112211Y"

I, General The student will know the elements of simple elasticity,

Specifie 10,4he student will, in one sentence for each term,
state what is meant by itensile streets .commuive
stress and shear stress an give one example of each
it his physical enviro+,ent,

240,The student will, in one sentence, state Hoae's law
and write the appropriate equation,

30 he student will in 25 words or less, define elastic
limit and relate it to Hooke's law.

4041ithout the aid of any reference material, the student
will derive the relationship between elastic pteatial
energy and work for a body obeying Rookes law,

II, General The student will know the elements of simple harmonic motion,

Specific 50,4he student will, in 50 words or less, describe what is
meant by simple harmonic motion.

604e will describe, in 50 words or less, how potential and
kinetic energy interchange during oscillatory motion,

7..The student will define the following terms which are
basic to all oscillatory motion in one sentence for each

term,

Period
Cycle
Frequency
Amplitude

60.1Starting with the equation for Newton's second law
of motion, the student will derive the relationship
between the period of a spring-mass system undergoing
simple harmonic motion and the physical eonstants of
the system,

9,41e will provide 3 examples from his physical environment
of systems undergoing simple harmonic motion and
distinguish in each example of Hooke's law force
and the restoring force,



11

10o4he student will describe) in 50 words or /east how
the motion of a simple pendulum can be used to
determine the value of gravitational acceleration at
diff rent positions on the earth and on different
planets in the solar system.

III. General The student will know the element of wave motion and the
relationship of wave motion to simple harmonic motiono

Specific 110.8e will, in 25 words or less, describe wave motion
In terms of energy propagation through a mediumo

lafeje will define the followies /Gems it 10 words or
loss for each term,

Frequency of wave
Wave length
Period of wave
Velocity of wave

tv1-0401,1
calae will distinguish, in 50 words or leer:3046 ttdita.:-

waves from transverse waves and provide examples of eacho

1404e will solve problems 52, 0, 54, 550.56, 57 Chapter 2
Van Nameo 1, 29 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 99 11, 14, 15, 16
Chapter 5 « Van. Name*

130 00Without the use of the tot book, the atadent will
solve 8 out of 10 problems (with 100% accuracy in 30
minutes) similar to those shown in Sample Test Items
seetion for this unito



UNIT 13. - LIGHT

One other physical quality readily observant to our senses is light,
Nineteenth century science was able to relate the phenomenon of light
to electroemavetio phenomena, Careful calculations showed that the speed
of propagation of electro-magnetic waves and the speed of light, both
in vacuum, were identleal, This led to a coneideration of the cseentiel
sameness of these twe phenomena, This unit explores the relatiouahip of
light to eleotrioal and magnetic phenomena which were studied in tha
previous two unitae

91122Iaps

/Co General The student will know the fundamenteIs of electremagnetic
WSVID90

Specific 1042he student will describe in 2 or 3 sentences how
eleotromagnetic waves are produced,

II o General

Specifie

2. The Amdent will explain in 25 words or less Maxuell's
hypothesis with regards to generation of magnetic fields
by electric fields and its significance in electrcmagnetic
theory,

30-The student will give 3 examples of electromagnetic
waves and explain in 10 words or less how they differ,

The student will know some of the experimental evidence
supporting the wave theory of light

k0 The student will diatinguish in 10 words or lea the
particle theory from the wave theory of light,

50 he student will, in 100 words or less, describe what
refraction is and how it can be explained by both wave
and particle theories of light, and why the former is
correct,

6eefflhe student will state in 25 words or lees what is
meant by the index of refraction, and the relationship
of the numerical value to the delleetion of a
light beam when entering or leaving a medium,

?owe student will in 50 words or lees describe what is
meant by gijusation and explain light passage through
a prism in terms of dispersion,

8 o Mee student wills in 50 words or less, explain aumma
Phenomena and describe Young's double slit apparatus to
support the wave theory of light,

9eThe student will in 50 words or loess state what the
zri aci a of su s ninon is aadhow it explains
inter erence phenomena,



109-The student will describe in 2 or 3 sontencec with
accompanying diagram Young9s double slit experiment
to =plain constructive and destrucUve interference°

Iii°
alganalGeneral Tho student will understand the Polarization of waves°M010a.~

Specific 2.19*.The student will in 50 words or less deaevibe what is
meant by polarization aad how transverse and longi-
tudinal Waves can be distinguished°

1294he student will describe an experiment, in 50 words
or less, using the principle of polarization to
establish the transverse wave characteristic of light°

130-The students will solwe problems 18, 19, 20v 38, 39 .van Name 4. Chapter 5,

144.6Vithout tho use of reference material, the student
will solve 8 out of 10 problems (with 100% accuracy
in 30 minutes) eimilar to those shown in Sample Test
Items°



UNIT l22T

On One level o understanding, we can say that matter consists of
atomSerganized into molecules. A meaningful description of the
conztittatekat13,e:! matter requires that we look into the atrmcture of,the
atom. This involvec loottng intro the sub7microscopic phemmena and

.

the coAaideration of res4ta of experiments which offer a etartlingly
different piotqre of the nature of physical reality.

Objectives

General The stud4ni will become familiar with the electron aeOne
of the fundamental particles in electrical phenomena.

euenVolif*PrtdaMLNO

sYecific 10-The atudent will descrIbe in 50 words or leas what
cathode raye are and the experimental evidence for
cathode rays being electrical in nature.

.2,14eThe student will describe in 50 words or less Thompson's
experiment establishing the i value of cathode ray
particles.

3e4he student will describe, in 50 words or leas, the
experiment of lvtillikan to establish the basic charge
of the eldotron.

II. ins.*al. The etudent will become familiar with the Black-Body
Radiation problem.

Specific 4.0-The student will, in 50 words or less, define what is
meant by black-body radiation and state the relationship
between absorption and radiation.

5404fhe ptudent will be able to draw the blaek-body
radiation curve showing its variation with temperature
and wave length.

6404he Student will state in 50 words or less the relation
Aitip between temperature and radiation'ef a black-body
as given in the Stefan-Boltroeun Law and in Wiens Law.

70.4The student will explain in 100 words or less, Plancks
pestulate of quantization of energy to overcome the
failure of classical physics in esplainiog the black-body
readiation curve.

III. General .1 he student will become acquainted with the fundamentals
shotoelectric effect and understand it as background

èdig to the development of the quantum theory of light.

Specific student will describe in 10 words or less what the
thotoelectric effect is,

9017The student will explain in 50 words or less 3 pec4ltarities
of the photoelectric emission phenomena which shows
that the electromagnetic theory of light. cannot account
for the 1$1:oelectric effect.



IV. General

Specific

100.4he student will be able to druw the curve showins
the variation in maximum photoelectron mem with
frequency of incident light and from it, state in 10
words or less, what the significance of the threshold
frequency is.

1104he student will, in 10 teords or less, define what is
meant by quanta,

12ogEhe student will describe in 25 words or leas, how the
quantum theory of light satisfactorily accounts for
the photoelectric effect,

The student will understand the nature of 'ARays arid
relationship to quantum theory of lighto

30 The student will describe in 25 words or less, an
experiment in which X-Rays are produced b impinge ent
of electrons on a substance&

14040 The student will, in 10 words or less specify the
evidence indicating that X.Rays are electromagnetic
waves*

1564he student will in 50 words or loss, describe the
physical process involved in the production of X-Rays.

V. General The student will understand the Compton effect,

Specific 16101.The student will describe an appropriate experiment in
100 words or less demonstrating the Compton effect and
why it provides strong confirmation of the quantum

theory of light.

VI. General The student will become acquainted with particle-wave
duality nature of matter.

pecifie 1/0, re student will describe in 10 words or less, the
hypothesis of Louis De Broglie with regards to
the wave properties of particles.

180.4ithout the textbook, the student will derive the De
Bus ..e wAvelength of a particle given the fundamental
equationibr the momentum of a photon,

1900;The student will, in 50 words or less, provide
evidence supporting De Broglie's hypothesise

206e student will, in 50 words or less, state what the
uncertainty principle ie why it follows naturally
from the wave nature of moving bodies and the
particle nature of waves.

21404he student will in 50 words or less, explain how
the uncertainty principle affects the interpretation
of physical laws and the formulas derived from them,



UNIT 13 . THE ATOM

It has 'been established that electrons are constituents of atoms
and therefore electrical forces are significant in atomic phenomena.
One of the earliest theories considered the atom with electrons embedded
in a positively charged core. Subsequent work revealed the essential
incorrectmess of this theory and the development of the more modern
model of the atom Using.quantum theory.

alectives

General The student will become acquainted with the early concepts
of atomic structure leadinG to the adoption of qaantum
theory in explanations of atomic behaior.

Specifjc 1. The student will describe in 10 words or less, the
Thomson model of the atom.

II. General
41001.010aitietATOW

III. General

Specific

20.The student will describe in 50 words or4.1m.p they
Geiger.44areden experimeut and how the resuli leads
to the rejection of the Thomson model and adoption
of the nuclear model.

3...The student will in 50 words or less specify the
forces and the different energies involved to produce
stable behavior in the nuclear model of the atom and
describe how electomagnetic theory rules out the
possibility for a stable atom to be achieved.

The student will know what emission and absorption spectra
are and how they are related.

4 .The student will describe in 25 words or less continuous
spectra and line spectra and explain how they are
produced.

5.. -The student will describe in 25 words or lesi what is
meant by spectral series end give 3 examples obtained
from the hydrogen atom and why this experimental data
is important in the development of a "correct" theory
of atomic structure.

The student wi/l know the Bohr model of the atom and how
it explains the observed hydrogen spectrum.

7.-The student will describe in 25 words or less the basic
calculation made by Bohr relating the Da Brolie wave.
length of the electron to the pathlength of the electron
orbit.

3 The student will describe in 50 words or less what is
meant by standing waves and how this concept was used
by Bohr to explain the stable electron states.



rtra General

Specific

9.The student will be able to dhow in 25 words or lees how
the concept of stable electron cutits employing the
princiDal of standing waves gave rise to quantum numbers.

100. The student will in 25 words or loss deacribe how
the various possible electron orbits represent different
energy levels.

lleThe student will in 50 words or less explain how an
atom eaa become excited to higher energy levels and
how the observed line spectrum from the hydrogen atom
can be explained by the concept of atomic energy levels.

The student will know some fundamentals of the 'quaatum theory
of the atom.

12. the student will state in 25 words or less three limitations
of the Bohr theory.

13..,The student will in 50 words or less, describe the
additional considerations advanced by the quantum
theory to help explain spectra of more complex atoms
and why this "newer theory" is better than the Bohr
model.

14 ..The student will solve problems 132 142 15, 17, 182 19,
212 222 Van Maitre Chapter

,15ei.Without the aid of reference material, the student will
solve 8 out of 10 problems (in 30 minutes with 100% accuracy)
similar to those shown in sample test item.



PHYSICS OBJECTIVES: SET #2



MITT8 nv TNSTRUOTTON

The first unit of instruction is Rectilinear and Circular Motion and

comprises a total of four weeks of instruction. The major concepts are

the description of motion in terms of speed, velocity, acceleration,

distance, and time; the ,first, second, and third laws of motion; the

relationship between inertia and mass, force and motion, and mass and

weight; friction; vector analysis; uniform circular motion; centripetal

and centrifugal force; gravitation; and the gravitational field of the

earth.

Upon completion of this unit, the student should be able to score a

minimum of 75°4 on each of the following levels of instruction.

On the knowledge level, the student sl-ould be able to define and. explain

ti-e following trrms and concepts as part of a fill-in type, multiple-choice,

true-false, or complPtion of statement examination:

speed, constant speed, instantaneous speed, average speed, velocity,

scalar quantities, vector quantities, acceleration, acceleration of gra-

vity, Newton's first law of motion, Newton's second law of motion, New-

ton's third law of motion, force,inertia, mass, weight, friction, coef-

ficient of friction, vectors, vector diagrams, uniform circular motion,

centripetal acceleration, centripetal and centrifugal force, law of

universal gravitation, gravitational field, and lines of force.

The student must be able to solve problems w'ich are applications of for-

mulas presented in tl-e book and in lecture. In addition, the student must

be able to state basic lams in terms of mathematical sormbols and interpret

mathematical symbols as physical laws. Txamples of the type of questions

are as follows:



A is any influence that can cause a body to be accelerated.

What is the term which is described by the specification of both its

speed and direction?

Write the formula which relates force to mass and acceleration.

Which of the following formulas describes the relationship between the

force of friction and the coefficient of friction?

4.7../0/

d)

a) fdi Iro hOJ

b) Fec.

On the comprehension level, the student must be able to choose t-ie cor-

rect formulas to use in tl'e solution of numerical problems. me must be

able to describe in his own words the basic concepts which were previously

listed, ie must also be well enough acquainted with the material so that

he will be able to state tie law or laws which exemplify a demonstration.

Typical examples are

A mass of 8 kilograms and another of 12 kilograms are suspended by a

string on either side of a pulley. What is the acceleration of

the blocks?

In your own words, what is a vector quantity?

In a demonstration, it was noticed that a metal ball falls faster than

a feather. Of what basic priciple is this an example?

On the application level, the student must be able to apply the prin-

ciples learned to experiments performed or described by the instructor.

An example is when the instructor exerts a force on a book lying on a table.

When the force is small, the book does not move, however, as the force is

increased, a point is reached when the book does move. Now what basic law



is this an example of?

For analysis, the student should be able to state the reason why cer-

taAn effects are noticed in the performance or description of experiments.

For example, why does it take the same amount of time for a ball to he dropped

four feet in an elevator when the elevator is stationary and when moving

up or down? TTow must the elevator he moving for this to be true? to be

false?

On the level of synthesis, various data will be given to the student

from the performance of an experiment. He must be able to synthesize this

data into a coherent law to which he may or may not be familiar. An exam-

ple is given below:

The data listed below exemplifies a basic law of physics concerning

force and motion. synthesize this data into a mathematical formu-

la and state the name of the basic law described.

Time in seconds 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Distance traveled
in time given 0 1* 5 liT2,-, 20 313, 45
(in meters)

Velocity Pt time
given (in meters 0 2-7.: 5 7 10 12.?,:t 15
per second)



The second unit of instruction is Energy and momentum and comprises

a total of one and one half weeks of instruction. The major concepts are

work, kinetic energy, potential energy, the conservation of energy, momen-

tum, and the conservation of momentum. The application of these concepts

comes in, the process of collisions.

Upon completion of this unit, the student should be able to score a

minimum of 75(g on each of the following levels of instruction.

On the knowledge level, the student should be able to define and ex-

plain the following terms and concepts as part of a fill-in type, multiple-

choice, true-false, or completion of statement examination:

work, energy, kinetic energy, potential energy, law of conservation

of energy, linear momentum, impulse, and conservation of momentum.

The student must be able to solve problems w!-ich are applications of for-

mulas presented in the book and in lrcture. In additqon, the student must

be able to state basic laws in terms of mathematical symbols and interpret

mathematical symbols as physical laws. J1 samples of the type of questions are

as follows:

The product of force and its displacement is called

If a body has the mass m and speed v, its kinetic energy is

a) -mv2 c) mv2

b) 1,1v2 d) my

On the comprehension, level, the student must be able to choose the

correct formulas to use in the solution of numerical problems. T4e must

be able to describe in his own words the losic concepts which were previ-

ously listed. tie must also be well enough acquainted with the material



so that he will be able to state the law or laws which exemplify a demon-

stration. Typical examples are:

A force of 130 newtons is used to lift a, 12 kilogram mass to a height

of 8 meter. Kow much work is done by the force?

Define linear momentum, in your own words.

Besides being an example of the conservation of energy, billiards is

an example of what other basic I) w?

On the application level, the student must be able to apply the prin-

ciples learned to experiments performed or described by the instructor.

or example, when a rocket ship takes off from its launching pad some ma-

terial is exhausted from its Pods at a high velocity and thus causing the

rocket ship to rise. This is an example of what law in this unit?

On the analysis level, the student should be able to state the reasons

of certain effects noticed in the performance or description of experiments.

For example, when a bullet is fired from a gun, the gun recoils. What

causes this?

On the synthesis level, various data will be given to the student from

the performance of an experiment or the description of an experiment. Pe

must be able to synthesize this data into a coherent law to which he may

or may not be acquainted.. For example, when measuring the kinetic and po-

tential energies of a swinging pendulum, it is found that at one point the

potential energy is zero and the kinetic energy is 25 joules. At a second

point the potential energy is 10 joules and the kinetic energy is 15 joules.

From this data, can we surmise anything about energy relationships?



The third unit of instruction is Vibrations and Waves and comprises

a total of one and one half weeks of instruction. The major ooncepts are

elastic potential energy, simple harmonic motion, waves, and the relation-

ship between waves and simple harmonic motion.

Upon completion of this unit, the student should be able to score a mjn-

imum of 75% on each of the following levels of instruction.

On the knowledge level, thy; student should be able to define and explain

the following terms and concepts as part of a fill-in type, multiple-cl'oice,

true-false, or completion of state(lent examination:

tension, compression, shear, Hookets law, elastic limit, elastic poten-

tial energy, simple harmonic motion, period, frequency, amplitude,

::ave motion, longitudinal waves, and transverse waves.

aule.
The student must also be ai oe to solve problems which are applications of

formulas presented in the book and in lecture. In addition, the student

must be able to state basic is in terms of mathematical symbols and in-

terpret mathematical symbols as physical laws. Examples of the type of

questions are as follows:

ae
The maximum displacement of a body on either tie d@ of its equilibrium

position is called the of the body.

The freq'.iency f and the period T are related by which of the formulas

below?

JLc, -r
d)

On the comprehension level, the student must be able to choose the cor-

rect formulas to use in the solution of numerical problems. He must be

able to describe in his own words the basic concepts which were previously

listed. ITe must also he well enough acquainted with the material so that



he will be able to state the law or laws which exemplify a demonstration.

Typical examples are:

A coil spring has a force constant of 2 lb/ft. How much will it stretch

when it is used to support an object whose mass is O.5 slug?

State Nookels law.

On the level of application, the student must be able to apply the prin-

ciples learned to experi-lents performed or described b the instructor.

For example, what is the basic principle behind the use of a pendulum clock?

For analysis, the student must be able to state the reason why certain

effects are noticed in the performance or description of experiments. For

example, it is seen that when a spring is stretched 10 cm it returns to

its original length when released. However, when the spring is stretched

to 11 cm it does not return to its original length. Why did this occur?

That can be surmised about the elastic property of, the spring?

On the level of synthesis, various data will be given to the student

from the nerformance of an experimelt. Be must be able to synthesize this

data into a coherent law to which he may or may not be familiar. For exam-

ple, it is noted that when an object is floating on water, be ides oscillating

vertically as water waves pass beneath it, the object also oscillates hori-

zontally. Question: Is this a different type of vibration than the types

we have been considering? What type of vibration is it?

i=1"*=..tt'&



The fourth unit of instruction is T-Teat and Matter and comprises a total

of two and one half weeks of instruction. The major concepts are temperature,

heat, specific heat, c) -ange of state, pressure, the triple point, mechanical

equivalent of heat, heat engines, matter in bulk, thermal expansion, Boyle's

law, Charles' law, the ideal gas law, molecular theory of matter, kinetic

theory of gases, molecular kinetic energy, and the kinetic theory of matter.

Upon completion of this unit, the student should be able to score a

minimum of 75% on each of the following levels of instruction.

On the knowledge level, the student should be able to define and

explain the following terms and concepts as part of a fill-in type, multiple-

choice, true-false, or completion of statement examination:

temperature, thermometer, celsius, fahrenheit, heat, kilocalorie,

specific heat, heat of, fusion, heat of vaporization, sublimation,

pressure, critical point, triple point, mechanical equivalent of heat,

first law of thermodynamics, second law of thermodynamics, solids,

liquids, gases, plasmas, elements, compound, solution, coefficient of

linear expansion, coefficient of thermal expansion, Boyle's law, Charles's

law, absolute temperature scale, absolute zero, ideal gas law, molecules,

atoms, kinetic theory of gases, and Brownian motion.

The student must be -ble to solve problems which are applications of formulas

presented in the book and in lecture. In addition, the student must be able

to state bnsic laws in terms of mathematical symbols and interpret mathematical

symbols as physical laws. 7xamples of the type of questions are as follows:

The of n substance is the amount of heat required to change

the temnerature of 1 kg of water by 1°C.

Wbat law states that, at constant pressure, the volume of a sample of

gas is directly proportional to its absolute temperature.

'I+ , -^ g a ittworalt, Arm u



Express the following temperatures on the Fahrenheit scale:

a) 100°0 b) 0°C c) 50°0

What basic principle is the following formula derived from:

pV = constant

On the comprehension level, the student must be able to choose the

correct formulas to use in the solution of numerical problems. He must be

able to describe in his own words the basic concepts which were previously

listed. Fe must also be well enough acquainted with the material so that he

will be able to state the law or Taws which exemplify a demonstration. Typical

examples are

A rod 2 m long expands by 1 mm when heated from 800 to 72°C. What is

the coefficient of linear expansion of the material from which

the rod is made?

Restate the ftst law of thermodynamics in your own words.

In a demonstration, it was noticed that when two strips of metal (which

were welded together) were heated, the composite strip was bent.

What principle is this an example of?

On the application level,the student must be able to apply the principles

learned to experiments performed or described by the instrictor. As an

example, kinetionily sneaking, why is the pressure exerted by a given amount

of gas greater when the gas is heated than when it is cooled?

FOr analysis, the student should be able to state the reason why certain

effects are noticed in the performance or description of experiments. For

example, in one demonstration, three small balls made of different materials



are heated to the same temperature and then placed in some parafin.

The three balls sink into the parafin to different depths.. Why did

this occur?

On the level of syntl-esis, various dc.ta will be given to the student

from the performance of an experiment. He must be able to synthesize this

data into a coherent lnw to which he may or may not be familiar. The data

listed below is faind from measuring volume and temperature.

Volume (liters) .5 1 2 3

Temperature (0Y) 4P0 240 120 80
flb

Derive a relntinnship between the volume and temperature when

the pressure is held constant.



The fifth unit of instruction is Electricity and Magnetism and comprises

a total of two and one half weeks of instruction. The major concepts are

electric charge, Coulomb's law, the electric field, the electron, potential

difference, electric current, energy and power, Oersted's experiment,

magnetic induction, magnetic field of a current, magnrtic properties of

matter, clarged particlre, the cyclotron, electromagnetic induction, and

the betatron.

Upon completion of this unit, the student should be able to score a

minimum of 75% on each of the following levels of instruction.

On the knowledge, level, the student should be able to define and explain

the following terms and concepts as part of a fill-in type, multiple-choice,

true-false, or completion of statement examination:

negative electric charge, positive electric charge, coulomb, Coulomb's

law, el ctric field intensity, potential difference, electron volt,

electric current, Ohm's law, resistance, ohm, power, watt, magnetic,

lines of force, magnetic induction, Biot-Swvart law, right-hand rule,

paramagnetic, ferromagnetic, diamagnetic, permanent magnet,cyclotron,

electromagnetic Anductionvmagnetic flux, Lenz's law and betatron.

The student must be able to solve problems which are applications of formules

presented in the book nd in lecture. In addition, the student must be able

to state basic laws in terms of mathematical symbols and interpret mathematical

symbols as physical laws. Examplesof the type of questions are as follows:

The rate at which liork is being done is called

A wire 1 m long is perpendicular to a magnetic field of induction

5 X 10
-2

weber/m
2 What is the force on the wire when it carries

a current of 2 amp?



The forces that act between electric currents are called forces.

Write Ohm's law in terms of mathematical symbols.

On the comprehension level, the student must be able to choose the

correct formulas to use in the solution of numerical problems. He must he

able to describe in his own words the basic concepts which were previously

listed. He must also be well enough acquainted with the material so that he

will be able to state the law or laws which exemplify a demonstration. Typical

examples are:

What is the radius of the path of a 4 X 104 ev electron in a magnetic

field of 0.02 weber/M2?

How does a cyclotron accelerate charged particles?

On the application level, the student must be able to apply the

principles learned to experiments performed or riescribed by the instructor.

As an example, consider Coulomb's law which deals with electric forces.

When is this law applicable? Wily can't this law be used in the case of

current carrying wires?

For analysis, the student should be able to state the reason why certain

effects are noticed in the performance or description of experiments. For

example, what causes two current ':parrying wires to attract each other?

On the level of synthesis, various data wilibe given to the student

from the performance of an experiment. Tie must be able to synthesize this

data into a coherent law to which he may or may not be familiar. For example:



The data below has been taken from the measurement of work for ce, and

distance traveled b'J a charge in an electric field. Formulate

an expreqsion between these quantities from the data below:

10 10

5 2

2 5

Work (joules) 10

Force (newtons) 10

Distance (meters) 1



UNITS OF INSTRUCT:MN

The 401-ftt unit of instruction. is Light and Modern Physics and comprises

a total of five weeks of instruction. The major concepts are the relation-

ship between electric and magnetic fields, electromagnetic waves and light,

the speed of electromagnetic radiation through different materials, the

principle of superposition, polarization, the relationship between the speed

of light and the special theory of relativity, the quantum theory of light,

the uncertainty principle, and, the Rutherford and Bohr theories of the atom.

Upon completion of this unit, the student should be able to score a

minimum of 75% on each of the following levels of instruction.

On the knowledge level, the student should be able to define and explain

the following terms and concepts as part of a fill -in, type, multiple-choice,

true-false, or completion of statement examination:

Maxwell's hypothesis, electromagnetic waves, refraction, the index

of refraction, dispersion, diffraction, the principle of superposition,

constructive and destructive interference, polarized and unpolarized

beams, the two postulates of the special theory of relativity,

relativistic length contraction and time dilation, relativity of

mass, rest energy, the photoelectric effect, the quantum theory of

light, quanta, or photons, the Compton effect, de Broglie waves, the

uncertainty principle, the Rutherford and Bohr theory of the atoms,

emission and absorption, spectrums, continuous spectrum, bright and

dark line spectrums, spectral series, energy levels of an atom, and

the quantum theory of the atom.

The student must be able to solve problems which are applications of formulas

presented, in the hook and, in lecture. In addition, the student must be able



to stnt,e basic laws in terms of mathematical symbols and interpret

mathematical symbols as Physical 1pvs. 7xamples of the type of questions

are as follows:

The ability for waves to bend around the edges of objects in their

paths is called

What is the name of the orocess when electrons are emitted from a

metal surf4ce when light is shined on it?

How fast would a rocket ship have to go for each year on the ship

to correspond to two years on the earth? This problem would be

similar to one which is done in class, and is simply the application

of the same frrmula.

What basic princiT)le is the following formula derived from?

114.

J57-274°.

On the comprehension level, the student must be able to choose the

correct formulas to use in the solution of numerical problems. He must be

able to describe in his own words the basic concepts which were previously

listed. Tie must also be well enough acquainted with the material so that

he will be able to state the law or laws which exemplify a demonstration.

Typical examples are:

What is the relativistic contraction of a rocketship 100 feet long when

it moves away from an observer at a rate of 1000 miles/hour?

Describe in your own words the effect Michelson and Morley observed in

their experimPnt to measure the change in the speed of light.



In a demonstration it was noticed that when light is passed through

two transparent pieces of glass, the intensity increases and
rival, 4

decreases as one of, the pieces of glass is rotated. Whativis

this an example of?

On the application level, the student must be able to apply the principles

learned, to experiments described or performed by the instructor. FOr example,

the instructor is performing an experiment in optics, and states that he

sees light and dark lines, and that the light lines are 1 millimeter apart.

He also says that the distance from the screen with light and dark lines to

the face of a "black box,' is 1 meter. Question: What experiment is being

described by the instructor and what are the two most important items in

the black box which give rise to the described pattern? "411at are the sizes

of each?

For analysis, the student should be able to state the reason why certain

effects are noticed in the performance and description of experinlents, as

far althe coarse material has developed, For example, quantum theory states

that all waves behave also like objects and that all objects behave also like

waxen. Why is it then, that a ball is noi; observed to have the properties of

a wave? (This question, on the analysis level, assumes that the instructor

has not specifically solved problems for the class on the wave nature of

"large', objects, but assumes that the student will be able to calculate this

effect and its magnitude.)

On the syntf)esis level, various data will be given to the student from

the performance of an experiment. 11e must be able to synthesize this data

into a coherent law, to which he may or may not be familiar. This is an

extension of the scientific method into the unit of instruction: Light and

Modern Physics. For example, an experimenter notices that when light is



shined on an electrode, a current flows tYrough the circuit to which. the

electrode ds connected. As the intensity of the light is increased, the

current increases until it r ac'es a certain point, then remains constant.

A. battery is now inserted into the circuit with its polarity in such a direc-

tion as to ordinarily inhlbit the flo of current. Light is again, shined

on the rlectrode and P current 48 arain observed to flow. nuestion: 1)

list the observed phenomena. 2) from these phenomena and your 'llowledge

of the ouantim nature of light, write what you tr i,nir is cai'sdng the current

flow.

1



The seventh unit of instruction is Nuclear Physics and comprises a total

of one and one half wreks of instruction. The major concepts are nucleons,

isotopes, nuclear binding energy, radioactivity, the neutrino, nuclear

reactions, nuclear forces, elementary particles, and antiparticles.

Upon completion of this unit, the student should be able to score a

minimum of MI, on each of, the following levels of instruction.

On the knowledge level, the student should be able to define and explain

the following terms and concepts as part of a fill-in type, multiple-choice,

true-false, or, completion of statement examinntion:

atomic number, neutron, nucleons, mass number, isotopes, atomic mass

mass units, binding energy, fusion, fission, radioactive, alpha

particles, beta particles, gamma rays, positrons, half-life, neutrino,

antiproton, annihilate, end eTelentary particles.

The student must he able to solve Probl As which are applicatiens of formulas

presented in the book and in lecture. In addition, the student must be able

to state basic laws in terms of mathematical symbols and interpret mathematical

symbols as physical Jaws. Examples of the type of questions are as follows:

The time required for half a given sample of radioactive substance

to decay is called its

What are the three types of radioactive emisf3Lons?

state the number of neutrons and protons in each of the following nuclei:

11,16; 6013; 1501; hoZr"; 56Ba1"

Neutrons and protons are jointly called 0



On the comprehension level, the student must be able to choose the

correct formulas to use in the solution of numerical problems. Pe must be

able to describe in his own words the basic concepts which were previously

listed. Fe must also be well enough acquainted with the material so that

be will be able to state the law or laws which exelplify a demonstration.

Typical examples are

14hat is the minimum energy a Faima-ray photon must have if it is to

split an alpha pnrticle into (a\ a triton and a proton, and (b)

a helium-3 nucleus and a neutron?

The atom bomb is an r-xamole of whit type of nuclear process?

On the application level,the student must be able to apply the principles

learned to experiments performed or described by the instructor. For example,

the hydrogen bomb consists mainly of nheavylt hydrogen. In order for energy to

be released, what must happen to this "heavy" hydrogen?

For analysis, the student should be able to state the reason why certain

effects are noticed in the performance or description of experiments. For

example, when taking geiger counter readings on a piece of radioactive

material, it is found that over two weeks, the readtngs have not decreased.

',That can he said about the half life of this radioactive material?


